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"Dips and sauces of all types play a critical role: to make
foods taste better. In this unprecedented time of
COVID-19, as Americans are hunkered down at home,
cooking and snacking, enjoyment, good taste and small
comforts are more important than ever. "
– Mimi Bonnett, Food and Drink Research
Director

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

How the COVID-19 pandemic is impacting food shopping, preparation and consumption
and use of dips and sauces
How brands are helping consumers keep meal and snack time exciting
“Go-to” flavors of dip and sauces
What’s next in flavors and ingredients for dips and sauces

Dips and sauces of all types play a critical role for consumers: to make foods taste better. In this
unprecedented time of COVID-19, as Americans are hunkered down cooking and snacking at home,
good taste and small comforts are more important than ever. This report looks across product
categories to examine flavor and ingredient trends with dips, sauces, condiments and dressings, among
others. We take a “now, near, next” approach to analyzing attitudes and usage when it comes to
consumption patterns, consumer interest and awareness in flavors and ingredients. Providing this
perspective provides opportunities for product development activities that can guide brands through in
this unique era and through the challenging times ahead.
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Brand Landscape – What You Need to Know
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Near: Leveraging healthy ingredients and positioning
Next: Global and local flavors/ingredients
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Classic flavors top the go-to list
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Brands in action
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Product Development: Near – What to Watch For
Product trend: Getting functional
Figure 36: Dips and sauce product launches, by top-10 claim categories, 2018-19
Brands in action
Product trend: Something borrowed
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Brands in action
Product trend: Power to the plants
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Specialty diets don’t have to be flavorless
Figure 37: Opinions on diet trends, by age, September 2019
Brands in action

Product Development: Next – What’s in the Pipeline
Global flavors push boundaries
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Figure 38: Emerging international cuisine consumption, February 2020
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The ethical expectation
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Figure 39: Attitudes about fermented condiments, November 2019

The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Dips/sauces can elevate everyday dishes
A fifth of adults will go out of their way to try new flavors
Ranch tops the list as favorite dip/sauce flavor
Consumers are looking beyond basic flavors
Less-conventional flavors will take some work

Attitudes toward Dips and Sauces
Dips/sauces are essential to improving taste
Figure 40: Attitudes toward dips and sauces, January 2020
18-24s think dips/sauces are essential; social media provides inspiration
Figure 41: Attitudes toward dips and sauces, by age, January 2020
Adventure Eaters emerge as important consumer of dips/sauces
Figure 42: Attitudes toward dips and sauces, by food and drink shopper segmentation, January 2020

Approach to New Flavor Trial
Majority of adults are willing to try new flavors
Figure 43: Interest in trying new flavors, January 2020
Niche young cohorts as ideal target for flavor innovation
Figure 44: Interest in trying new flavors, by select demographics, November 2019
Adventure Eaters seek out bold flavors, unique ingredients
Figure 45: Interest in trying new flavors, by food and drink shopper segmentation, November 2019

Now: Dip/Sauce Flavors Consumed
Ranch is the most consumed dip/sauce flavor
Figure 46: Dip and sauce flavors consumed, January 2020
Middle-age consumers enjoy a variety of dip/sauce flavors
Figure 47: Dip and sauce flavors consumed, by age, January 2020
Culturally diverse consumers have the most diverse palates
Figure 48: Dip and sauce flavors consumed, by race/Hispanic origin, January 2020

Near: Dip/Sauce Flavor Experience and Interest
Moving beyond mainstream
Figure 49: Dip/sauce flavor experience and interest, tier 2 flavors, January 2020
Young adults try flavors and like them, particularly hot/spicy
Figure 50: Dip/sauce flavor experience and interest, tier 2 flavors, by age, January 2020
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Next: Dip/Sauce Flavor Experience and Interest
Flavor obscurity plays a role in experience and interest
Figure 51: Dip/sauce flavor experience and interest, tier 3 flavors, January 2020
Young adults willing to try unique, international flavors
Figure 52: Dip/sauce flavor experience and interest, tier 3 flavors by age, January 2020
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Appendix – The Consumer
Figure 53: Flavor innovation, January 2020
Methodology
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